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president joseph F smith and his counselors ca iglo
irr
left and john
1910 anthon H lund ift
henry smith right these are the men to whom elder taylor submitted his findings
during taylors absence john R winder had died and the first presidency had been
reorganized with elder smith sustained as the new counselor after reviewing alma 0
taylors report the first presidency decided not to open a mission to china
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mission to china
reid L neilson

on april 26
iglo alma 0 taylor finally returned home to his family
261910
1910
in salt lake city after an absence of eight years and eight months taylor
had been serving these many years in asia as a missionary for the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints I1 reunited with his father mother sisters and brothers he naturally felt disoriented it was a strange home into
which 1I was received he wrote one that has been built since 1I went to
mother
japan
dear old father has aged and weakened considerably
I1 felt almost like a being in
also shows the marks of the passing years
332
112
2
an unknown world 312
the morning after his arrival taylor and his recent missionary companion frederick caine met with the first presidency the two elders
reported on their lengthy service in japan and on the three week fact finding
trip to china that had concluded their stay in asia understandably the
first presidency was eager to learn about conditions in china for preaching
the restored gospel the church had had no official representatives in
churche japan mission in igol
china since 1853 and the opening of the churchs
1901
had made taking the restorations message to other asian countries a top
priority 3 during the ensuing three hour interview taylor and caine
explain ed the manners customs and life of the chinese and were in
explained
turn asked a great many questions by the first presidency 4
in addition to his verbal report taylor submitted a written account
he drafted a lengthy manuscript entitled report of our visit to china
parts of which are published here for the first time 5 the report details the
religious political and social conditions taylor observed in his travels and
recommends that the church not send missionaries to china at that time
taylor s report concludes
it appeals to us that the latter day saints will not be neglecting their duty to
the world
if they postpone the opening of a mission in china until the
present chaotic transitory state changes sufficiently to assure the world that
china really intends and wants to give her foreign friends protection and a
fair chance

6

taylor s report is an important historical document for the first presidency sided with the reports recommendations missionaries were not
7
for
and
there
would
while
be
sent
years
many
sent to china in 1910
not
iglo
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we can never know for sure all the factors at play in a decision to open a
new mission taylors report provided a factual basis for the church s decision to postpone missionary work in china

alma 0 taylor
taylors report of our visit to china emphasizes the political and
social instability he saw along his journey this picture contrasts with
taylor s own secure upbringing alma owen taylor was born on august 1i
1882 in salt lake city he was the second of two children born to joseph
edward taylor a british convert and well to do undertaker and lisadore
williams a schoolteacher from illinois he served in the temple with his
mother and followed his father into the undertaking business graduating
first in a class of apprentice morticians who studied in chicago in the
summer of 1899 8
educated at the eighteenth ward seminary and latter day saints college alma taylor was an attractive candidate for a mission his elocution
skills had significant appeal when alma entered an oratory contest at the
assembly hall in 1900 his considerable abilities were on display for all to
see his speech first vision did not win the first prize but one apostle
called it the crowd favorite 9 alma
aima s call to serve in the japan mission came
the following year
heber J grant the apostle who issued the call to serve in japan seems
to have had his eye on taylor for some time elder grant and the taylor
family lived in the same home ward joseph taylor was a counselor in the
salt lake stake presidency and he and elder grant were close friends
alma taylor had long socialized with elder grants daughters 10 by the
oid alma was called to serve in japan
time the eighteen and a half year old
elder grant knew the kind of missionary he was getting

the japan mission
even before taylor was born events were occurring that would change
his life in 1872 a japanese government delegation visited salt lake city en
route to washington DC church leaders were favorably impressed with
the japanese and began focusing their missionary sights on the far east 11
when taylor was thirteen years old the churche
churchs magazine for youth the
contributor featured an article on the worldwide expansion ofthe
odthe
the church
of
the church have oblate
oflate
ofthe
of
of late had their minds more
it reported the authorities odthe
or less exercised in regard to japan as a country in which the gospel might at
an early day be profitably preached 12 in 1900 first presidency member
george Q cannon admitted the church had not made any great effort to
ocasia
asia
asla and when it had had done so in a spasmodic way he
enter parts of
ofasia
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further declared if the time has come for elders to go to japan let japan
be penetrated after a while perhaps an opening may be made in korea
and in manchuria and in china 13
finally in the spring of 1901
igol church president lorenzo snow determined to open the japan mission he called elder heber J grant to serve
as its first president grant accepted the assignment and called louis
kelsch horace ensign and young alma taylor to serve as his missionary
companions after two years in japan elder grant returned to america
while taylor continued to serve the japanese taylor eventually translated
the book of mormon into japanese 1909
1909 and served as president of the
japan mission 1905 10 all while in his twenties
A proposal presented and

granted

after eight years in japan taylor was ready to return to utah before
leaving the far east however he hoped to survey asian countries where
the church had not entered accordingly he wrote the first presidency
with a request to visit china and korea for the purpose of getting an idea
of the conditions there from all the reports I1 hear these two countries
afford opportunities for missionary work equal with if not superior to
1114
14
those in japan 3314
apparently taylor believed that these nations might
yield more converts than the thirty five baptized in japan during the years
he served there

15

the church

leadership consented to taylor s proposal 16 in a letter to
taylor dated march 991909
19og the first presidency communicated its wishes
we have pleasure in saying that the unanimous sentiment of the council
was that you may consider yourself at liberty to act on the suggestion after
your release and that you do not go alone but that you take elder fred
caine with you in the understanding of course that the church is to bear

your expenses

17

months later the first presidency sent taylor a bank draft for one thousand dollars to cover travel expenses 18 this money covered the two elders
expenses as they toured korea a country not discussed in taylor s report
and then china 19
the first presidency probably had several reasons for supporting taylor s request of all the elders who might be sent to investigate an asian
country taylor was probably the best prepared no other american latter
day saint had lived in asia as long while china and japan differed in language culture and customs the two countries had in common an asian
heritage buddhist theology confucian philosophy and character writing
system taylor s many years of service in japan would have familiarized
him with these similarities he had proven himself capable and loyal to the
church for years the first presidency had trusted his decisions and conclumormon
sions as he served as mission president and translated the book of ofmormon
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odthe
of the first presidency who funded alma 0 taylors fact finding mission
the members ofthe
left to right john R

winder joseph F smith and anthon H lund

1901

furthermore church leaders were already concerned about china s
temporal and spiritual condition in the april 1907 general conference
president john R winder moved that the church send twenty tons of flour
to china to aid famine victims in another session of that conference elder
andrew jenson declared that china s spiritual famine would soon be alleviated by the restored gospel 20 though the church s 1853 mission to china
had not resulted in a permanent mission jenson believed that the saints
now had reason to expect that a successful missionary field will be opened
21
in that land in the near future 1121
A fact finding mission to

china

taylor was released as president of the japan mission on january 1i
1910 three days earlier he had written the first presidency of his final
shall be in korea and china perhaps 45 days
plans elder caine and 1I
3322
1122
22
so until a brief visit at hawaii we do not expect to reach zion till april 3122
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missionaries in japan including frederick A caine taylors companion on the trip to china ca 1902 left to right john W stoker
erastus L jarvis sitting frederick A caine sanford W hedges

for the next several weeks taylor and caine traveled together through
korea and china after fourteen days in korea the two elders spent forty
nine days in china both north and south ofthe
odthe
of the yangtze river they traveled
about 4385 miles by land and water in and about china visiting thirty
cities along the way 23 while most of these cities were on the main rail lines
or shipping lanes these were the places most accessible to westerners and
therefore the most likely candidates for latter day saint missionary activity
taylor kept a daily travel log specifying miles traveled places lodged
monies paid sites seen persons visited and interviews held
taylor s conclusions detailed in his report were rooted in the political
and socioeconomic instability he encountered while in china several
other factors unique to the church probably influenced his reasoning
unlike other christian churches the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints lacked an established physical and human infrastructure in china
large financial resources would be needed to permanently establish this
infrastructure in china in 1910
iglo these were resources the corporate
church only recently out of debt did not have furthermore taylor had
only recently completed an arduous mission to japan he was well aware of
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how difficult it was for indoeuropean
indo european english speakers to learn asian
languages although his experience in the japan mission had proven that language was not an impenetrable barrier latter day saint missionaries in
japan were few opening china would tax the resources of taylors former
mission which still had a very limited infrastructure
taylor based his opinions and conclusions on a variety of sources
first he used his own observations he paid close attention to the chinese
manners and customs he saw in the cities he visited but a major source of
information came through extensive interviews with foreigners unable to
speak chinese taylor instead attempted to interview every western missionary and english speaking resident he met he held interviews with
US and foreign diplomats newspaper editors publishing agents and
school
schoolteachers
various other businessmen schoolteachery
teachers and university professors docald workers protestant missionaries and catholic
tors and humanitarian aid
priests 24 many of his views reflect the ordinary stereotypes of these other
westerners lastly taylor read voraciously while in china and compared
his reading with his own experiences for instance he perused the pages of
mission work in the far east
samuel H chesters lights and shadows of
ofmission
1900
cainass only hope agoo
dungs chinas
1899 chang chih tungs
1goo
china
1900 writings by reverend
john macgowan likely gleaned from either his christ or confucius which
1889 or his imperial history of china 1906
1906 and arthur H smiths
chinese characteristics 1900 25
many of taylor s sources share certain limitations their conclusions
often stereotyped the chinese in unflattering terms unaware of a world
outside the cities vices and eager to christianize and reform english
brush strokes that
speakers characterized the chinese in broad sweeping brushstrokes
such stereotypes found their way into taylor s report is no surprise the
combination of observation interview and reading made taylors report
to the first presidency representative of contemporary attitudes of the
western community in china 26

conclusion
using a variety of sources taylor concluded that conditions in china
did not then favor the preaching of the restored gospel interestingly events
in china soon substantiated taylor s conclusions in 1911 revolutionaries
overthrew the ruling qing dynasty and china was again torn by political
disarray 27 to the roman catholic and protestant churches already established in china this revolution was but another political storm to be weathered to the fledgling church of jesus christ of latter day saints however
the revolution vindicated taylor s concern that china was in an uncertain
transitional state and gave church leaders an additional reason to postpone sending missionaries to china until conditions there improved
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the following

excerpts come from his report of our visit to china
the original typewritten report totals thirty two double spaced pages 1I have
included taylors introduction and four of his eight sections 28 this reproduction retains original spelling and punctuation taylor s handwritten edits
while editorial additions including chinese
appear within slashes
place names that have changed since 1910 appear within brackets
original page numbers appear in bold

comm
corm
reidneilsonhotmail corn
reid L neilson reidneilsonhotmailcom

dual master s degree candidate in
business administration and history he received a BA from brigham young university
in 1996 he is currently editing and annotating for publication the 1901 10
lo missionary
journals of alma 0 taylor he would like to thank professors mary stovall richards
brian Q cannon and eric A hyer for help with compiling and completing this article
is a

be the longest continuous proselyting mission in the history ofthe
maybe
taylor s may
odthe
of the
perrl
186os and yos perngnne
Perri grine
Perng
perrigrine
nne sessions served nine years and nine months in
church in the i86os
new england during this lengthy span however sessions returned home four times
to care for his family see william E hughes A profile of the missionaries of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1849 1900 masters thesis brigham
young university 1986
149
1986149
6 glo
2 alma owen taylor journal april 261910
gio
910 L tom perry special collections
bangham
bngham young university provo utah
harold B lee library brigham
iamer britsch church beginnings in china BYU studies 10
lamer
3 see R lanier
lo winter
lamer britsch from the east the history orthe
of the latter day saints
1970 161 72 and R lanier
in asia 185o996
i850 ica
1850996
ic6 salt lake city deseret book 1998 8 44
1910
4 taylor journal april 27 30
301910
report of our visit to china typescript church archives
5 alma 0 taylor
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as
church archives
6 taylor report of our visit to china 32
7 the chinese mission was formally established in hong kong in 1949
8
alma owen taylor typescript 44 copy in possession of the author for a
biographical sketch of taylor see alma 0 taylor going to japan deseret evening
1

news may 11 1901
igol 8
meetings the apostolic diaries of Rudger claw9 rudger clawson A ministry of ofmeetings
son ed stan larson salt lake city signature books 1993175
1993 175 76 june ii
1900
111900
10
lo see lisadore williams taylor journal march 231893 church archives per
sonai
onal correspondence between heber J grant and joseph taylor is included in the last
onai
nine pages of joseph edward taylor journal 1849 77 typescript manuscripts divislon J willard marriot
sion
marnot library university of utah salt lake city alma taylor and
heber J grant s daughters lucy florence and edith belonged to the same social club
la concordia at LDS college the grant daughters later corresponded with alma
taylor while he was in japan
m salt lake city utah
ii see wendy butler the iwakura mission and its stay in
historical quarterly 66 winter 1998 26 47
12 A future mission field the contributor 16 october 1895 764
semi annual conference of the church of
13 george Q cannon sermon in ylst semiannual
jesus christ of
latter
iatter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
oflatter
day saints 1900 67 hereafter cited as conference reports
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of course

this is entirely out of my jurisdiction and my
conscience somewhat censures me for being so presumptive as to even propose such a
move but again 1I have the feeling that my closeness to these two countries is a partial
excuse at least for entertaining the desire to visit them alma owen taylor to the
first presidency joseph F smith john R winder anthon H lund february 991909
1909
japan mission letterpress copybooks 1901 1923
923 3378 church archives
of latter
of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ oflatter
odthe
iatter day saints
15 murray L nichols history ofthe
in japan 1901 1924 master s thesis brigham young university 1957133
1957 133
16 on march 331909
19og taylors proposal was read during the weekly meeting of
the first presidency and the twelve apostles journal history of the church march 3
1909 6 7 church history library the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
14

taylor continued

salt lake city
agog
igog
17 john R winder and anthon H lund to alma owen taylor march 9
91909
japan mission incoming letters igol
1921
1901
igo
921 church archives
190
190921
18 the first presidency joseph P
F smith john R winder anthon H lund to
alma owen taylor november 23
1909 japan mission letterpress copybooks 3486
231909
iglo 1I have
ig
19 taylor and caine toured korea from january 12 to january 26 1910
found no report on their visit to korea which was then under japanese occupation
taylors journal from this period however records impressions similar to those in the
report on china
20 john R winder conference reports april 71907 59
21 andrew jenson conference reports april 71907103
71907 103
22 alma owen taylor to the first presidency joseph F smith john R winder
anthon H lund december 271909 japan mission letterpress copybooks 3489
23 in northern china taylor and caine traveled exclusively by train eventually
logging an impressive 1463 miles on the chinese rail system in the south they traveled
primarily by steamer along the yangtze and the coast of china taylor report of our
visit to china 1 5
24 taylor met with nearly sixty foreign missionaries several of whom were
regarded as experts on china by their peers ofthis
orthis
of this number 1I have been able to positively
identify twenty seven in contemporary protestant mission records of these organizations the american board of commissioners for foreign missions american mission
church compound church of england missionary society london mission society
scottish presbyterian mission and the young mens christian association accounted for
56 percent of his documented contacts taylors journal entries show that he sometimes
withheld his religious affiliation until questioned by his interviewees however if the
subject of Mormonism surfaced taylor boldly defended his faith for the most part taylor was well received by his christian and western counterparts see D macgillivray ed
A century ofprotestant
7907 7907
1807
of protestant missions in china 18o79o7
1907 shanghai american presbyterian
1807907
mission 1907 american board of commissioners for foreign missions the one hundredth annual report of the american board of commissioners for foreign missions
congegational house 1910
boston board congregational
iglo taylor journal january 26 march 151910
of mission work in the far east being the
25 S H chester lights and shadows ofmission
record of observations made during a visit to the southern presbyterian missions in
japan china and korea in the year 1897 richmond va presbyterian committee of
publication 1899 chang chih tung chinas
cainas only hope trans samuel 1I woodbridge new york F H revell 1900 john macgowan christ or confucius which or
the story of the amoy mission london london missionary society 1889 john macchina being a history odthe
gowan the imperial history of
of the empire as compiled by the
ofthe
ofchina
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chinese historians and
2nd ed shanghai american presbyterian mission 1906 arthur H
smith chinese characteristics rev and eni new york F H revell 1900 one historian has claimed chinese characteristics was the most widely read and influential
i88os it was still among
american work on china of its generation written in the late 188os
the five most read books on china among foreigners living in china as late as the
smiths contemporaries read it as a wise and pungent handbook see charles
1920s
hayford chinese and american characteristics arthur H smith and his china
missionary
book in christianity in china early protestant Missi
onay writings ed suzanne wilson
barnett and john king fairbanks cambridge harvard university press 1985154
1985 154
26 after carefully reviewing taylors journal and report I1 found no evidence that
other christian missionaries purposely colored his view of china to discourage the
mormons
cormons from entering
27 in 1911 dr sun yat sen deposed the qing dynasty 1644 1911 and imperial
rule of china he is considered the founder of modern china dorothy perkins encyclo
clopedia
pedia of china the essential reference to china its history and culture new york

roundtable
28

1999

of 1911
sv revolution ofiqi
igli

the sections not included in this article are races and political conditions

military condition and educational condition
can be seen at the church archives
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report of our visit to china
written by alma 0 taylor
1910
on the morning of january 26th
ligi
26 iglo
1910 we crossed the malu river
Dandong
dandong in manchuria
yalujiang on ice sleds and arrived at antung
aftung bandong

at antung
aftung we took the train

Shen
for mukden zhenyang
shenyang
yang although the distance is only nineteen igi
191 miles owing to the poor condition of this light
railroad which was hurriedly built by the japanese during their war with the
russians 1 it took two days to reach mukden one night being spent at
the halfway
half way station Tsao
hokon mukden is the chief city of manchuria
tsaohokon
and the sacred city of the present imperial family of china it has an intermanchus
Man chus and here we find some of the
esting history connected with the danchus
tombs of the imperial ancestors
after an interesting three days visit at mukden we boarded the train
Shang haikwan shanhaiguan the next
going south at night we reached shanghaikwan
morning we visited that wonderful monument to the genius and
endurance of the chinese the great wall of china which terminates at
this place
proceeding by the early forenoon train we reached tientsin Ti
anjin
xianjin
tianjin
that afternoon tientsin is the outlet to peking beijing holding the p 2
same relation to it that osaka does to kyoto or yokohama to tokyo it is
interesting because of the massacre of whites enacted here in 1870 and
because of the part it played in the boxer war the battle of tientsin
deciding the fate of the foreigners in peking 2
after two days we proceeded to peking the capital of china and the
ehtee
throe
most interesting and most cosmopolitan city in the empire we spent three
four full days here in busy inquiry and educational sight seeing
bankow hankouwuhan is a ride by rail of750
of 750 miles
from peking to hankow
and there is nothing on the way that the ordinary tourist cares or ventures

japan war of 1904 5 was over control of korea and manchuria
the russo jap
2 the boxer uprising was a rebellion in northern china in 1900 initiated by a
1

covert group against christian missionaries foreign diplomats and technology members of the society became known as boxers because they practiced martial arts and
secret rituals for fifty six days the boxers laid siege to the foreign legations of beijing
and killed 250 foreigners and many chinese christians in response western powers
swiftly sent their military forces to put down the boxer uprising and defend national
agoo
interests in china on august 14
igoo a multinational international army marched into
141900
beijing and rescued their nationals and other chinese christians the western powers
demanded indemnity from the chinese government and forced political concessions
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to see for these there is only one through train a week all the other trains
are locals and by these it takes three days to reach hankow
bankow two stops at
night in chinese inns being necessary the chance to stop in a chinese inn
and get in closer touch with their food and life tempted us so we left
peking on the slow schedule
Bao ching is the capital of chihli province and the scene of a
paotingfu baoching
bloching
bloody massacre of christians during the boxer war this was made the first
stop and we had half a day to visit the resident foreigners and see the city
we boarded and lodged in a chinese inn the next day we got as far as
fu and had another experience in chinese life it was the night
changtefu
Changte
year553
253 and the noisy celebration
before chinese new yearns3
together with
uncomfortable slab beds made sleep difficult 4 after another day in a train
as dusty as a desert stage we reached chumatien
Chur
Chuma
natien
tien and spent new years
churnatien
night in a chinese inn where a western idea or two had been poorly
applied the next day we reached hankow
bankow
bankow our
ofmukden
from a point about 30 miles the other side of
mukden to hankow
journey was mostly through extensive plains seldom p 3 broken by mountains or hills at this time of the year last of january and first of february
scarcely a green leaf or blade of grass is seen the broad fields are dry and
dusty the cold winds that blow almost every day pick up the dust and carry

the chinese new year

the most important and widely celebrated holiday in the
chinese calendar celebrates the arrival of spring and lasts for fifteen days
4 taylor was generally unimpressed with the chinese boarding conditions ever
the good sport he poked fun at his eating and living conditions one night in pao
pingfu he stayed at a chinese inn and ordered dinner disgusted by the meal taylor
tingfu
recounted in a short time two bowls of greased rice and twenty one eggs were served
the eggs were cooked in three ways boiled fried and poached the greasy rice gagged
me so I1 also lost my appetite for eggs sadly the evening continued downhill taylor
exclaimed the beds nothing in my experience will describe them unless 1I go to the old
american country morgue in the undertakers back yard and choose the slab for the
pede stiles he and
comparison nothing but plain inch boards on top of wooden pedestiles
caine were supposed to spread our blankets and sleep well our blankets being too
few we applied for more and got four quilts hard and greasy but we had come to see
to taste and to feel so we laughed and rejoiced over the experience the two missionaries piled our clothing on top and I1 slept very comfortably but elder caine said he
didnt look half as much like a corpse as he felt like one being cold and stiff all night
the next morning the two elders eagerly departed after a fitful night of sleep ironically they fared no better later that week in a room designed specifically for foreigners
taylor complained oh what a room it was much more crude than any house in the
western wilds of ofamerica
america that night taylor noted the feather pillow provided was
not tempting as there was too much fear that while the chickens might be dead the vermin
in the feathers may not be so I1 wrapped up a book in my towel and slept restlessly
through the night taylor journal february 8 io
agio
igio
101910
3
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it over the open country with such fury that the atmosphere is colored and
the houses and trains are constantly coated with dust both inside and out
across the river from bankow
of
wuhan
hankow is the city ofut4wuchang
bankow and
the educational center of middle china 4iwuchang
yriwuchang hankow
Hanyang three cities all in one group form the great metroHangyang hanyang
hanghang
hangyang
hanlang
central china we had a profitable three days sojourn here leaving
polis of ofcentral
the dusty uncomfortable trains ofnorth
of north china we took steamer down the
yangtse yangtze
Nan jing
Yang tze river for nanking nanjing
nanking
great yingtse
nanking was the capital of china during the ming dynasty and it was
the scene of the bloodiest tragedy of the taiping rebellion 5 which rebellion it is said resulted in the death of 100000000 of chinds
chinas inhabitants
childs
A day and a half were spent investigating conditions at nanking then we
Su zhou called by some the venice of
proceeded by rail to suchow suzhou
sight seeing 6 the next day we took the
china the visit here was limited to sightseeing
train to shanghai this ended our railroad experiences in china from
Chinkiang to suchow the railroad runs parallel with the grand canal
chinkiang
another of the great engineering feats of the chinese
A wait for the proper southbound coast steamer made it necessary to
spend eight days in shanghai 7 shanghai is a great commercial city populated by men of all nations and creeds whose principal aim in life seems to
be moneymaking
money making here also a mixture of western and eastern life can be
seen to good advantage the foreign city standing alongside the native gives
1p
p 41
a good chance to draw comparisons while the westerner is showing ap
4
the chinese a good example in material affairs his influence morally is
absolutely degrading

4wuchang

the taiping rebellion

which lasted fourteen years was the largest uprising in
mid nineteenth century china during the rebellion more than thirty million people
were killed
entered the city on donkeys this was real fun our donkeys rushed
6 we
ged streets while our knees kept poking the people
rapidly through the narrow thronged
thronger
thron
in the ribs the donkey boys ran ahead to clear the way and the bells on the donkeys
necks rang merrily here we saw large attractive chinese stores and numerous water
canals and bridges taylor journal february 171910
17 iglo
7 taylor determined to observe the chinese in their native worship by visiting a
buddhist temple in shanghai he was underwhelmed we soon reached the city
temple a dark dirty and conclusive witness to the utter degradation of operating
buddhism the buildings were filled with smoke from the candles which burned by
the hundreds from the paper money which was being burned in deceitful homage
to the dingy gods which sit or stand almost buried in soot and dust smoke and from
the incense which the people lighted with almost reckless waste taylor journal
february 24
apio
ipio
241910
5
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leaving shanghai we proceeded down the coast to the city called foochow Fu
zhou on the min river at last we have found a spot in china
fuzhou
were the scenery looks fresh and beautiful our disgust with the poverty of
scenic landscape in north and central china is partially forgotten when we
behold the magnificence of the scenery from the mouth of the min up to
the city of foochow unfortunately we had to leave foochow early the following morning
amen situated in a beautiful harbor
xiamen
tiamen
the next stop was at amoy Xi
the native city is the filthiest and foulest in china so far as our experience
odthe
of the american atlantic fleet was
permits us to judge in this harbor a part ofthe
royally entertained by the chinese in 1908
our steamer called next at swatow Shan
shantou
shantos
tou where we had a few
hours stay and then proceeded to Hongkong
hongkong
hongkong
hongtong hong kong Hongkong
hongtong
phat
91
ff
has a delightful situation and its life and activities are much like phai
that
those of shanghai
we went up the river to canton Guang
zhou the city of the greatest
guangzhou
population in china there are more people in canton to the square rod
than in any other spot on the globe most of the chinese in america emi
grated from the country surrounding canton after two days of study
seeing we went back to hongtong
inquiry and sight
sightseeing
Hong kong allowing one day to
hongkong
Hong kong saturday
hongkong
prepare for the start home our steamer sailed from hongtong
march 12th at noon the next tuesday we had seven hours at shanghai
where we said farewell to china
china is commonly spoken of as north china and south china the
yangtse
yingtse river being the dividing line our sojourn in the north lasted
1p
p 51
seventeen days and we were seventeen days in the ap
5 south while fifteen
Yang
tse for when we
days were spent in cities on the banks of or near the yangtse
yingtse
bankow we were about goo
reached this river at hankow
600 miles inland from the
pacific the entire journey in north china of
1463 miles was made by rail
of1463
railroads owned by the chinese but still directed more or less by foreigners
the rest of our journey in china with the exception of the distance from
nanking to shanghai 193 miles was made by steamer and from shanghai
to canton was limited to the coast in all our travels by land and water
kong to shanghai
Hong
in and about china including the return from hongkong
hongtong
covered a distance of about 4385 miles
social conditions
the home is the foundation of chinese society the family interests are
odthe
of the individual individual liberty is to a degree
greater than the interests ofthe
curtailed because of the supremacy of the family
while traveling in china we have heard considerable of the chinese
lack of real love in the family circle much has been said and written about
p
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family quarrels and sorrows but after all in a land where so much stress is
laid upon filial piety and ancestor worship and the perpetuation of the
family lines there must be a strong loving bond somewhere after living in
japan and studying the japanese for over eight years we feel safe in judging
odthe
of the inner
that in china also the surface appearances are poor indications ofthe
life we are therefore inclined to accept the view of the minority which is
mcgowan
mcgowand8
best stated in the words of dr mcgowan8
homes
and wife in the great majority of ofhomes
there is no doubt that husband andwife
in china are bound to each other by genuine undoubted love at first sight
this seems difficult to be believed not only do the young people never catch
sight of one another until the moment that they stand side by side as man and
wife in the husband s home but it is an undoubted fact that the great mass of
the women of this land are very deficient in personal charm fortunately
good looks are not the things that cause love to grow in a mans or comans
womans
heart As time goes by other forces come into play that make the plain face
shine with a beauty of its own and soon the hearts are knit together as
though cupid himself had twined the golden chain that bound them in a
common love

that there

are unhappy homes in china where husbands and wives
dispute and quarrel with each other I1 do not doubt the same is the case in
countries where men and women fall in love and willingly marry each
other
As far as a long experience would enable me to judge I1 verily believe
ofhomes in this country are reasonably happy ones and the
that the majority of homes
wives hold a position not of
ofsufference
suh
sufference but of love 9

tis true that marriages are performed in what to a westerner may
seem an arbitrary mechanical loveless way but the oriental is used to oriental customs and a person cannot safely theorize on chinese love knots
while holding up the western custom as a standard
we discovered however some decidedly barbaric practices in connection with the family life of china which moral principles all over the world

dr john macgowan 1835
835

missionary for the london missionary
society who labored in amoy and other cities in china macgowan authored a number
of books on china including the two works cited in note 25 above and chinese folklore tales shanghai north china daily news and herald iglo
1910 english and chinese
dictionary orthe
of the
ofthe
of the amoy dialect amoy china A A marcal 1883 and A manual odthe
amoy colloquial hongkong
Hong kong de souza 1869 see also taylor report on our visit to
hongtong
8

china

1

9 As

1922 was a

32

taylor identified only the author and not the source of this long quotation

unable to locate this particular quote in any ofthe
odthe
of the writings by dr john macgowan
that are housed in the harold B lee library brigham young university
I1 was
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igl
condemn such as the killing of infants especially p 191
19 girl babies or
casting them away or selling them as slaves that this has been an all too
general custom in the past and is an all too common sin at present every
speaker and writer admits but justice demands that the world be informed
that this sin has greatly decreased of late years and hope is bright that it
will ere long cease entirely poverty the honor that comes to the parents
with the birth of a male child and the disgrace and humiliation which cus10
0
confucianism10
confucianism0
frequently attaches to the birth of a
tom and perverted Confucianism
female child are the chief reasons assigned for this crime
the use above of the word slaves may imply that slavery exists in
china in fact some men so view it but from our readings and observations we would be more inclined to refer to it as a severe apprenticeship
because whips and lashes and bloodhounds are not in evidence and freedom and independence are not impossible if worked for still it is not
uncommon for this apprenticeship to continue from father to son making
the system appear like an inherited bondage
one would expect to find in a country like china a pronounced class
distinction but we were agreeably surprised to find that the high and low
mingle together with less restraint than oriental society in most places
demands As already noted in the remarks on education according to the
old system every man except the sons of those engaged in degraded business could aspire to and by their own diligence and genius reach the
highest honors this side of the imperial throne wealth and poverty
makes less distinction between men than learning and ignorance do it
remains to be seen whether or not the program for a new china will result
in more or less caste in her society p 20
ideas of propriety in the intercourse between men and women in
china are different from the western ideas the women are separated from
the men in most public places the churches in north china are provided
odthe
of the assembly rooms and the
with curtains that hang through the centre ofthe
men are seated on one side and the women on the other preventing even
a view of each other in all churches where the curtains are not used the sexes
are assigned different parts of the room a mixture of sexes in the same
tier being carefully avoided let alone a mixture on the same bench the
inns where we stopped the public places where we visited aside from
the shrines the stores where we made purchases all these are manned

confucius 551 479 BC taught that a person became noble by developing five
virtues which are not given at birth the requisite virtues are humanity or benevolence
righteousness propriety or proper conduct wisdom and trustworthiness filial piety
the respect and obedience of children towards their parents was the overarching principle
10
lo
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giving everything an indelicate inartistic rough masculine aspect
appearance and air the women in the house also have no special part to
play in the entertainment of a male guest this condition makes it impracticable and dangerous therefore quite impossible for a male missionary to
do work among the women and they being generally too illiterate he cannot reach them with the written word the female missionary is therefore
a necessary adjunct to missionary work in china
there is a class of females known as singing girls who dance and play
and sing before male audiences in certain public and private entertainments these girls are common attendants upon real swell restaurants tea
houses etc but their profession is decidedly shady
the theatre is the chief source of amusement in china and all performances whether good or bad elevating or demoralizing are well patronized by both men and women the actors are all men women being
prohibited from going on the stage p 21
private gatherings are no doubt common among the wealthier people
but we have had only the faintest hints as to their nature except that feastChin amans delight
ing at the other fellow s expense is the chinamans
although we have not recognized it by sight polygamy11
polygamy11 is a common
institution in china the importance of the family the necessity of continuing the family line and keeping up the worship at the ancestral tombs and
tablets12
tablets12 according to confucian principles are cited as the basic reason for
polygamy since the beginning of the practice however the reasons have
been found to justify individual cases and now concubinage has also
become common as an appendage to a perversion of polygamy
the terrible graft that is carried on in official circles because every
official is so badly paid and squeezed by his superiors that he in turn has to
squeeze and steal right and left in order to live and maintain the standard
ochis
ofhis
of his position has had a demoralizing effect upon aristocratic society and
the commoners have found in this an excuse and precedent for similar
handed schemes in their part of ofsociety
immoral high
highhanded
society thus there are evidences that one rank of society is suspicious of the other and a mutual

11

taylor is referring here to the chinese practice of concubinage in which a man

brought one or more women in addition to his legal wife into his household to cohabit
with him the concubine was a secondary spouse and her duties included serving the
first wife and bearing children
12 ancestor worship is the religious practice of chinese paying respect to their
ancestors whose spirits they believe reside in wooden ancestral tablets known as
lingwei family members offer up food beverages candles and flowers to these
lingwai
lingwei
lingei
tablets on the altar of the family shrine these practices help demonstrate filial loyalty
for deceased family members
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suspicion and jealousy exists alarmingly among individuals the president
of the largest christian university in china13 said that the students distrust in the government and official promises was so great that free education in government schools was no attraction to the young men of the
of what the results might be to themselves this
nation who are too fearful ofwhat
common suspicion is one of the important sociological problems of the
celestial empire p 22

moral state
the statements we have heard about the chinaman s morality are
many and often quite contradictory foreigners of long residence in north
china unhesitatingly applaud the personal purity of the people and declare
their condition to be equally as clean if not cleaner than conditions found
in europe or america the story in south china told by men of equally
long experience is that the chinese are terrifically loose in their morals and
the seclusion ofwomen
of women it is not so marked in the south as in the north so
much applauded is not the white flower ofvirtue
of virtue that it is often said to be
one veteran living in central china recited what he called actual discoveries of immorality which if true certainly rank well with the startling revelations of sexual rottenness in the occident doctors in middle and south
china claim that syphilis and kindred diseases are unusually common but
are not of the most virulent type
one fact which we judge would have a bearing on this question is
that marriage being considered of utmost importance is urged upon
everyone bachelors and old maids are the scapegoats of society the result
is that the chinese marry young the girls years are especially tender this
custom to our minds reduces the temptations of young manhood and
young womanhood and surely prevents much impurity which would
otherwise exist

the chinese are known all over the world as men of their word honesty in business commercial integrity have made them almost a proverb
westerners to know the basis of this reputation has been
in the mouths of ofwesterners
one of the objects of our search and study in china after all we conclude
from the evidence to p 231
23 hand that honesty with the chinese is not a
moral asset to his character it is not a matter of conscience with him it is
only a policy which he has recognized to be essential in obtaining the most
coveted thing in the world money the chinese keenly recognizes that in

cooper president of st john s
university shanghai see taylor journal february 23
agio and china centenary misigio
231910
sionary conference shanghai methodist publishing house 1907 514
13

taylor
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order to get the foreigners money he must first get his confidence and the
policy that gets and holds a merchants confidence is honesty in business
deals now the basis of a mans honesty and reliability in business is not a
question about which the western merchant cares much therefore they
have praised the chinese so loudly that people take it for granted that honesty is a characteristic virtue of the chinese but it is not
the chinaman is a born gambler he would rather play games of
chance than eat and he likes a feast very much it was no uncommon thing
for us to see little boys and girls not yet big enough to go to school playing
juvenile games of chance in the streets preparatory it seemed to following
in the footsteps of their sires their intense passion to play for luck is illustrated by one writer who says it is not uncommon for the people of a certain district who have received a tax notice say for 1700
17.00
1700 to sink the
2000
chance in the hope of getting 2200
20.00
2000 but only come out
17.00
1700 in a game of ofchance
with 1400
oo rather than go directly to the collector and pay the 1700
14
17.00
14.00
1700
1400
gambling is no doubt one of the curses of china
another curse is opium smoking it has been prohibited by law but a
majority of the officials are said to be secretly continuing the practice
while hundreds of thousands of the common people are slaves to the
habit a habit which it is claimed te does more harm to the nation
than floods pestilences and famines combined p 241
24
we have been deeply interested in learning of the chinese sincerity
of heart and purpose when he enters the christian church missionaries
questioned on this point have naturally spoken in defense of their converts
sincerity but there has been an occasional shy acknowledgment of excepmission arys not dr mcgowan
tions to the rule the history of a baptist missionarys
experiences in china during 50 years 14 which has been read with keen
interest records happenings which clearly prove that the chinese have
weaknesses in common with their neighbors and there is more or less ulterior motive in the sympathetic attitude of many towards religion this is
not limited to the professing christians it is seen in the professing
buddhists and others in justice to the chinese christians their heroic
stand at the time of the boxer war should not be forgotten A bible was
placed at their feet and they were commanded to trample upon it and
renounce christianity not complying they were threatened with death it
is said that practically every soul thus tested chose death we are told by
missionaries generally that apostasy is uncommon but lukewarmness and
inactivity in christian duties is one of the worries of the work

lovelace savidge foster fifty years in china an eventful memoir of tarleton
perry crawford DD nashville tenn
term
teim bayless pullen 1909
14
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religious condition
the chinese being such faithful students of the classics we were not
of their high esteem for confucius and mencius
Men cius 15 ancessurprised to hear oftheir
cencius
tor worship so common in every part of the empire and in every grade of
society is the chief product of confucianism it in fact is the soul of religion in china if indeed china has any distinct religion and around this
worship of the dead have gathered buddhistic and taoistic rites and cere
monies embracing varied conceptions of
ofstrange
strange gods and spirits of both
p 251
25 good and bad beautiful and ugly gentle and ferocious
confucianism should exist as an independent code of ethics it cannot
logically or consistently admit buddhism or taoism for the very nature of
these systems is antagonistic to confucius doctrines but the remarkable
ability of the chinese to mix oil with water as it were has mixed the metaphysics of buddhism the superstitions of taoism and the ethics of confucianism into one incongruous but to the chinese mind quite
harmonious mass thus in some rites of ofworship
worship the people maybe
may be strictly
buddhists while in others taoists and still again in others confucianists
dr arthur H smith16 states his observations of this condition as follows
any chinese who wants the services of a buddhist priest and who
can afford to pay for the
them will hire the priest and thus be a buddhist if he
wants a taoist priest he will in like manner call him and this makes him a
taoist it is of no consequence to the chinese which of the two he employs
and he will not improbably call them both at once and thus be at once a
buddhist and
andaa taoist thus the same individual is at once a confucianist
a buddhist and a taoist and with no sense of incongruity buddhism swal
blowed taoism taoism swallowed confucianism but at last the latter swallowed
lowed
17
both buddhism and taoism together and thus the three religions are one
one17

our own observations lead to the belief that the chinese are poly
atheists
theists
theists they seem to have a god for every occasion it seems also that pantheism is a characteristic of their faith for objects in nature if not nature
deified and worshipped it may be however indeed our observaitself are delfied
sugges that idolatrous polytheism and idolatrous pantheism are
tions suggestj
suggests
suggest
more eagerly followed by the ignorant classes than by the scholars p 26

tJ

B c is the most important thinker in the
next to confucius mencius
cencius 372 289 BC
confucian tradition he is known by the chinese as the second sage of confucianism
16 arthur henderson smith 1845 1932 was an american author and protestant
missionary to china he began his proselytizing work among the poor chinese in
ofarticles to various christian magazines and wrote
tientsin he contributed a number of articles
several books on china including chinese characteristics see also note 25
17 this quotation comes from smith chinese characteristics 294

15
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for the latter have their brains well soaked in the teachings found in the
classics some understand the confucian classics to deny the existence of
god hence say that atheism is common among the scholars of china
however it all may be what our own eyes have seen our noses
smelled and our ears heard while visiting buddhist taoist and confucian
shrines in china all goes to prove that the religions of china are in practice unclean without order superstitious immoral idolatrous retrogressive
gres sive and unenlightening no matter how beautifully their theology may
be recorded confucius cencius
Men cius guatama18 and laotse
mencius
laotie are not honored
by the worship done in their names
christian that is hosantichristian
it is said that the chinese have never been anti
tile to christianity itself it is the foreigner and the foreign influence that
accompanies christianity into china that the chinese have opposed and
do still oppose still it does not seem to us reasonable that christianity as
such should not be more or less resisted it is no doubt true that the comanti christian but the
mon people unacquainted with the classics are not antichristian
scholars from the very nature oftheir
of their textbooks must recognize christianity
as antagonistic to their beloved sage s analects 19 in a book entitled china s
only hope written by chang chih tug one of china s greatest vice roys
and approved by imperial edict the idea of christianity for the west and
confucianism for china is plainly set forth the following paragraphs are
sufficient significant

we would here state that there are now three things necessary to

be
done in order to save china fro
brom
from revolution the first is to maintain the
reigning dynasty
dynas the second is to conserve the holy religion and the third
nis to protect the chinese race these are inseparably connected in fact they
together constitute one for in order to protect the chinese race we must p 27
first conserve the religion and if the religion is to be conserved we are
bound to maintain the dynasty

our holy religion has flourished in china several thousand years
without change the early emperors and kings embellished our tenets by
their noble examples and bequeathed to us the rich legacy which we now posvang and all the chi
sess the sovereigns were the teachers the han the yang
tang
nese dynasties to the ming embracing a period of 1800 years honored and

siddhartha gautama the founder of buddhism lived in northern india in the
late sixth to early fifth centuries BC after becoming troubled by the problem of
ochis
human suffering he abandoned all ofhis
of his possessions and became a monk who tried to
resolve suffering eventually he was awakened to the truth which he called the middle
way and which he taught to his followers until his death
bunyu
lunyu
lunyii
nyuii A book of twenty chapters in 497 verses that conLuny
19 confucian analects Lu
tains the wise sayings of confucius plus his dialogues with his students
18
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revered the religion of confucius religion is the government and the
emperors of our dynasty honor confucianism with a still greater reverence
encej
for government and religion are inseparably linked together and
encel
constitute the warp of the past and present the woof of intercommunication
between china and the west
are deep and durable protected by
heaven the superstructure will certainly stand secure but supposing this
absurd gossip about the partition of china by europeans were true and the
country were cut up be it ever so exalted and excellent would foreigners
respect the holy doctrine of confucius far from it the classics of the four
philosophers would be thrown out as refuse and the confucian cap and
gown would never more cherish the hope of an official career our clever
scholars would figure as clergymen compressors and clerks whilst the common people would be required to pay a poll tax and be used as soldiers artisans underlings and servants that is what would happen and the more
menial our people became the more stupid they would be until being
both menial and stupid they would become reduced to wretched poverty
and at last perish miserably our holy religion would meet the same fate
that brahmanism in india did its adherents would be found skulking
away or crouching among the cavernous hills but clinging fast the while
to some tattered remnants of the truth

the foundations of our state

the
buddhism and taoism are decaying and cannot long exist whilst th
western religion is flourishing and making progress every day buddhism is
on its last legs and taoism is discouraged because its devils have become
irresponsive and inefficacious if there be a renaissance of confucianism
china will be brought to order and buddhism and taoism will receive secure
protection against from the sect of the learned
the old and new must both be taught by the old is meant the four
books the five classics history government and geography of china by the
new western government science and history both are imperative but we
repeat that the old is to form the basis and the new is for practical purposes
chinese learning is moral western learning is practical chinese learning
concerns itself with moral conduct western learning with the affairs of the
world what matters it then whether western learning is mentioned in
the classics or not if it teaches nothing repugnant or antagonistic to the
genius of our books if the chinese heart throbs in unison with the heart of
the sages expressing the truth in irreprovable conduct in filial piety brotherly
love honestly integrity virtue if government is loyalty and protection then
let government make use of foreign machinery and the railway from morning
to night and nothing untoward will befall the disciples of confucius 20 p 28

there is one point that should not be overlooked in discussing the religious conditions in china that is the passionate love of the chinaman for
money we are told that a chinese will almost forsake his ancestors if such

20

these quotations come from chang chinas
cainas only hope
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an act will bring him a bag of money and he can be persuaded that the
of the fears in
odthe
spirits will not destroy him for his un filiality therefore one ofthe
south china especially is that if the chinese are convinced of the absurdities of their superstitions and ancestor worship that they will put the dollar in place of confucius tablet and buddhas
Budd
has idol and prostrate themselves
budihas
before the altar of filthy lucre
in regard to christian missionary work in china we have heard much
seen a little and read considerable certainly the pathway has been rough
and is dotted with the grave mounds of thousands of martyrs the way is
still hard
catholic missions21
Missions21 have been operating in china since the ming
dynasty 1368 1628 they have a large following there are historical facts
that show that in the past they have wielded great influence great enough
to attract imperial attention and call forth the government s praise or
restrictions as the case might be catholic cathedrals orphanages and
schools represent an immense outlay which one priest said was nearly all
subscribed by christians in europe
the oldest protestant mission was started in 1807 22 there are now representatives of 91 different sects or societies in the protestant wing of missionary work protestant stations having resident foreign missionaries are
established in over goo
600 cities and towns throughout the empire in nearly
evangel izing work
every instance schools are run in connection with the evangelizing
hospitals p 29 are established to show the practical benevolence of the
doctrine and to act as a bait for the heathen many churches with native
pastors are said to be entirely self supporting the table of statistics subist 1907 while incommitted at a protestant conference january
ist
plete may serve to give an idea in figures of protestant strength

ta
ib

foreign missionaries
native helpers
stations
sub or out stations

3719

9998
706

3794

earliest roman catholics in china followed mongolian trade routes to
enter china or were brought to china as mongolian prisoners in the tweith century
french king louis IX sent william of dubruck
rubruck to convert mongolian leader khan
mongke
ofkublai
moneke marco polo 1254 1324 visited the court of
kublal khubilai khan polo was
subsequently appointed the first roman catholic archbishop of china
22 robert morrison was sent by the london missionary society to china he
arrived in guang2hou
Guang zhou in 1807 making him the first protestant missionary in china As
guangzhou
a missionary he worked for the british east india company as a translator compiled
the first chinese english dictionary and translated the bible into chinese
21
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154142

2394
52965
52.965
52965
366

since the boxer war the work in north china is reported to have
grown more rapidly than ever before some think the stand of the native
christians who chose death rather than deny the faith made a great
impression on the non christians stirring them up to an investigation of
christianity others think that the liberty with which the missionaries have
been able to pursue their work since the war is naturally bearing its fruit
the war didnt affect the people of south china much there missionary
work seems to be going on at the same old pace one thing in the south
which makes progress slow is the commercial spirit of the people they are
odthe
of the north yet in
more worldly material and mercenary than the people ofthe
fukien province perhaps the greatest response to the christian call has
fucien
been observed the people of this province are nearly all men of the soil
with little ability for or tendency towards commercialism
the following two or three fragmentary ideas are submitted by way of
conclusion on religious conditions
23
tenney23
C
D
tenney
odthe
of the U S legation at
at present chinese secretary ofthe
dr
broadb
peking an ex missionary who has perhaps been broadp
broaddPp 3oened
30ened in his
broa
views by experience and study in the east declared that christianity unrelieved of its dogmatism and un rationalized would never be generally
accepted by the chinese
rev timothy richard 24 a man of ofdecided
decided views after a long experience
in china is very optimistic in his estimate of the influence of the principles
of christianity is having on the trend of chinese thought and life but he
21
doesnt boast much over the condition of the concrete church in china 25

C D tenney was on the american board of commissioners for foreign
missions peking beijing
24 rev timothy richard 1845 1919 was a baptist missionary society missionary
in china he began his chinese mission in shantung shantung
dung province and then
Shan
shandung
yatai and ching chou fu he dressed like the natives and distribmoved to chefko
chefoo batai
uted christian tracts and simple medical aid he also concluded that the church in
china must be self sufficient and that native chinese christians should do most of the
itinerant evangelism thus freeing up western missionaries to work with chinese
social leaders he became one ofthe
of the most well known western missionaries in china
odthe
23

dr

25

taylor wrote of richard

he was very optimistic in his views and believed that the kingdom of god
in china was much larger than the churches he thinks abstract christianity
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it seems that the upper class and officials have hardly been touched by
christianity some lament this condition while a number of prominent
church men say it is a blessing because the so called gentry are generally so
corrupt and unreliable that their sympathy would do christianity more
harm than good
miscellaneous
ahe
the chinaman has been born and raised in such ehe
aft unsanitary foul
smelling filthy and badly aired houses and cities that we wonder if he
would thrive outside of an atmosphere filled with the germs of plague and
disease it is useless to attempt a description of the terribly dirt infected
cities and houses of china one can only marvel that pestilence does not
annihilate more millions than it does it was seldom in fact only once did
we find the foreigner living right in among the chinese they have had to
get up on some hill out of the cities or on a different island or somewhere
where they could find room to breathe and space to walk without inviting contagion sure it is that if cleanliness is next to godliness that the
chinese are not even within telegraphing distance of it but in personal
appearance the chinese men and especially the women are neat and
clean it is a miracle how they can come out of so much surp
sur P 31
3irounding
rounding
filth with so few soiled spots
we are told everywhere that there exists a strong antiforeign
anti foreign feeling
but by sore experience and loss of money influence and territory the
officials have learned that murdering the foreigner is no way of getting rid
of him hence their hate for the foreigner has not asserted itself so freely
since the general great lesson of 1900 26 the common people however

has millions of adherents whereas the concrete christianity as seen in ceremonies and rights cannot boast of such a large number he spoke of educational

work in china and told what he had done to help it along he declared that
the chinese had started forward and would never go back he said the chinese were thinkers and if a good reason for christian principles is given the
chinese gladly accept the principles but as for the more concrete features of
christianity such as church going psalm singing performance of rites etc
the chinese are not overly anxious to change to these to him the future was
very bright taylor journal february 21
igo
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are easily excited and when once a riot arises it requires a quick and powerful official to protect life and property the chinese are more or less converted to the need of civilization educationally politically and materially
odthe
of the foreigner than they can possibly avoid
but they dont want any more ofthe
in a few instances such as in the railroads customs service and army they
have had to use foreigners but we are told that the present tendency is to
discharge and get rid of the foreign employees and advisers of course if
china were as able to get along without outside teachers and leaders as
foreigners would be a good thing the future
japan is then the dismissal of offoreigners
will prove chinas
cainas wisdom or folly in 46s her present tendency
transtefialional
to sum up the condition china is in an uncertain transter
branster i4fional
state the probability of revolution is not past the program for the establish
lishment
ment of a constitution and parliament is drawn up will the constitution grant religious liberty and the laws and officials protect every man in
his worship or will it make a state religion of confucianism and put a ban
on all others the chinese are extremely self proud and their national conceit at such a critical period is a huge stumbling block to their progress
chinas
cainas friends are earnestly and prayerfully awaiting the time when she
will be united within friendly to other nations p 321
32 and peoples truly
appreciative of and consistently working for modern education and a
healthful sanitary life
it appeals to us that the latter day saints will not be neglecting their
duty to the world nor allowing any golden opportunity to slip by if they
postpone the opening of
ofaa mission in china until the present chaotic transitory state changes sufficiently to assure the world that china really
intends and wants to give her foreign friends protection and a fair chance
ALMA
ahma
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